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Webex Adoption Acceleration
and Training Services
Adoption Acceleration Services from Meet Me In The Cloud (MMITC) go beyond just telling you how
your new technology works. We create a careful, well thought out plan, and then help you implement
that plan. By mapping technology features to specific business outcomes, training end users, and
analyzing results, MMITC Cloud helps you overcome collaboration technology adoption challenges.

Mastering The Art of Adoption
Successful adoption of new technology is heavily dependent on end user adoption and user experience. Even after
you’ve selected a new platform, planned its implementation, and perhaps even integrated the solution into your
IT environment, it could be months before your organization is using it fully and effectively. That’s where we come
in. It’s important to have knowledgeable guidance through the planning, implementation and adoption process of
Cisco Webex.

Methodology
The Adoption Acceleration Services from MMITC is a
proven methodology that can achieve full adoption to
businesses of any size within 60 days.
The methodology includes formal project management
and white glove services focused on site configuration,
integrations, a communication plan to drive awareness
and change management, multiple training options to
meet the varying styles of adult learners and metrics
reporting to ensure our customers have the insight
needed to increase adoption and achieve their goals.
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Meet Me In The Cloud guarantees
Webex adoption and success with
all of our engagements!

Collaboration
Solution

MeetMeInTheCloud.com

Benefits of Professional
Adoption Services
Hire Experts
Our expert Webex professionals are well-versed in best practices
gained from years of experience working with thousands of end-users.
MMITC has successfully launched hundreds of Webex platforms
for Higher Education, K-12, State and Local Government, large and
small businesses, and nonprofit organizations. We’re experts in
collaboration – it’s all we do.
Stragetic Plans
MMITC works hand-in-hand with each customer to create a
deployment plan that optimizes Webex with aligned resources, a
timeline, milestones, and deliverables. When part of a larger overall
collaboration plan, the rollout may be conducted in phases to
accommodate other video and third-party integration initiatives.
Flexible Training
Effective training drives adoption. To accommodate the variety of
learning styles, our adoption services engagement include custom
instructor-led live online training classes along with our three
extensive libraries of custom video training modules. We can also
deliver courses onsite at any location around the world.

Get Started
We can create a plan to the precise requirements of each customer
and monitor usage to identify areas for improvement, however at
the center of every successful Cisco Webex adoption engagement
is a committed management team. True leadership and the right
tools are essential for organizational transformation. We believe
in the extreme value of Cisco Webex, and are dedicated to helping
other organizations benefit from the operational advantages of
using Cisco Webex.

Contact Us Today!
 sales@meetmeinthecloud.com
 1.323.486.3367
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